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after playing this game for the past few weeks ive come to this conclusion. i think this game is geared towards kids. its way too easy for this game. you cant really hurt anything, the mechanics arent as engaging as other car sims out there. cars dont really break down.
the game mechanics seem to have more to do with keeping things fun and entertaining. if you like simulators, then this is the game for you! who doesnt want to drive a car! then be able to do all the work to repair the car and drive it again! isnt that what every car owner
wants to do? then you get to do all that work while driving around and doing all the cool stuff that playing a car sim does! this game does all of that! this game is amazing. ive been using it for weeks now and ive not gotten bored once. there are tons of cars, to do and it

is super easy to get around! there are basic mechanics like how the cars are made and many more. the directions are easy and it does help if you know how a car works before the game starts. there is a tutorial that is pretty good. i play this game all the time! i cant stop
playing it. its like the best apple game ever. i play it over and over! it takes a few minutes to understand the mechanics. the mechanic's are pretty easy. if you figure out how a car works its really easy! you drive and work on the car. fix it up and you drive again. its really

simple. i would give it a very high review. its so easy to play and the mechanics are very simple. its a fun ride! i highly recommend it. and it should be noted that, despite the chaotic and repetitive nature of the game, there's no “permadeath,” meaning once a part is
popped off it's no longer there until someone puts it back. a variety of mechanics are used to ensure that players will never be left in the lurch, like a tool drivetrain filling mechanic and a replacement car mechanic. these, though, don't stop players from pulling off that

part they want when they want, and replacing it with anything that their mechanical side desires.
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with 10 full dlc packages that take time to complete and add-on to the core game, those who
want more content for their money are going to be less than happy. however, the game comes

with a fantastic amount of content, making it ideal for a single player game, and one that can be
enjoyed with family members or friends in a multiplayer environment. ifcar mechanic simulator
2021 had a flaw, it would be it's extremely simplistic intro level.there isn't much beyond a basic
garage and the ability to buy and sell parts.however,car mechanic simulator 2018 starts out with

a pretty good tutorial that gives just enough information to get players off to a good start.
sharingcar mechanic simulator 2018 is easy. all you do is press share game from the main menu

and select copy file. then you can paste the link into your steam friends list or send it through
any of the various channels. the only problem is car mechanic simulator 2018 doesn't offer

many ways to share the game with others.thankfully there is a way to share your score, share
your photos, view your garage and share a link to the game in your steam account. but there is
no option to share the game as a whole, only the last mod that you installed and the dlc gold

pack. so be weary of sharing these files around unless you don't want them to be widely shared.
as with the previous installment,car mechanic simulator 2018 is a very immersive and realistic
simulation game that puts you in charge of the garage you've been working towards.the game
only really begins to become enjoyable once you get your first car back from being repaired.

that's when you'll really feel the satisfaction of owning your own garage. 5ec8ef588b
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